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Identifying morphological operations
1. Which formal operation (or combination of operations) is involved in the following morpho-

logical patterns?

(1) Mbay (Nilo-Saharan, Central Sudanic)1
tétə̀ ‘break’ tétā ‘break several times’
ɓìndā ‘wrap’ ɓíndā ‘wrap several times’
rīyā ‘split’ ‘split several times’

(V̀: low tone, V́: high tone; V̄: mid tone)

(2) Yimas (Ramu-Lower Sepik, Lower Sepik)
manpa ‘crocodile’ manpawi ‘crocodiles’
kika ‘rat’ kikawi ‘rats’
yaka ‘black possum’ ‘black possums’

(3) Malagasy (Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian)
be ‘big, numerous’ bebe ‘fairly big, numerous’
fotsy ‘white’ fotsifotsy ‘whitish’
maimbo ‘stinky’ maimbomaimbo ‘somewhat stinky’
hafa ‘different’ ‘somewhat different’

(4) Coptic (Afro-Asiatic, Egyptian)
kot ‘build’ ket ‘be built’
hop ‘hide’ hep ‘be hidden’
tom ‘shut’ ‘be shut’

(5) Ponapeam (Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian)
duhp ‘dive’ duduhp ‘be diving’
mihk ‘suck’ mimihk ‘be sucking’
wehk ‘confess’ ‘be confessing’

*References are omitted, but available upon request. When appropriate, I made small changes to the exercises too.
1There are IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) symbols here. We haven’t learned them yet, but this exercise can

be done without this knowledge.
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(6) Mangap-Mbula (Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian)
kuk ‘bark’ kukuk ‘be barking’
kel ‘dig’ kelel ‘be digging’
kan ‘eat’ ‘be eating’

(7) Hausa (Afro-Asiatic, Chadic)
búgàa ‘beat’ búbbùgáa ‘beat many times’
táakàa ‘step on’ táttàakáa ‘trample’
dánnèe ‘oppress’ ‘oppress (many times)’

(V̀: low tone, V́: high tone)

(8) Tagalog (Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian)
ibigay ‘give’ ibinigay ‘gave’
ipaglaba ‘wash (for)’ ipiniglaba ‘washed (for)’
ipambili ‘buy (with)’ ‘bought (with)’

(9) Somali (Afro-Asiatic, Cushitic)
buug ‘book’ buugag ‘books’
fool ‘face’ foolal ‘faces’
koob ‘cup’ koobab ‘cups’
jid ‘street’ ‘streets’

(10) German (Indo-European, Germanic)
finden ‘find’ gefunden ‘found’
singen ‘sing’ gesungen ‘sung’
binden ‘tie’ ‘tied’

2. Having identified the morphological processes in the data above, hypothesize what form can
fill the blank space in each paradigm (the gray boxes).

Tz’utujil verbs
(Mayan, Yucatecan-Core Mayan)

1. Identify the morphological constituents and their meanings in the following Tz’utujil verbs. (A
note on Tz’utujil spelling: x is pronounced sh, as in shampoo, and 7 is the sound between the
vowels in uh-oh.)
xinwari ‘I slept’ xoqeeli ‘we left’
neeli ‘he/she leaves’ ninwari ‘I sleep’
ne7eeli ‘they leave’ xixwari ‘you (pl) slept’
nixwari you (pl) sleep’ xe7eeli ‘they left’
xateeli ‘you (sg) left’ xwari ‘he/she slept’
natwari ‘you (sg) sleep’

2. How would we say ‘I left’, ‘he/she sleeps’, ‘we sleep’?
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Swahili verbs
(Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo)

1. As in the Tz’utujil exercise, identify the morphological constituents and their meanings in the
following Swahili verbs.
Ninasoma ‘I am reading’ Tulisema ‘We spoke’
Alisoma ‘He/She read’ Nitasoma ‘I will read’
Ninasema ‘I am speaking’ Watasema ‘They will speak’
Tutasoma ‘We will read’ Anasoma ‘He/She is reading’
Nilisoma ‘I read (past)’ Tunasoma ‘We are reading’
Atasema ‘He/She will speak’

2. Translate the following sentences into Swahili:

a. ‘They read (past).’
b. ‘I will speak.’
c. ‘He/She is speaking.’

3. The verbs of Swahili sentences can include an additional morpheme to indicate the object of
the sentence, as with:

Nilikisoma ‘I read it’ (where ‘it’ refers to an item like a book)

How many morphemes does a verb like nilikisoma contain?
4. Here are some new Swahili sentences. Analyze them, explaining what each morpheme means.

Anamfukuza ‘He/She is chasing him’
Ananifukuza ‘He/She is chasing me’
Tulimfukuza ‘We chased her/him’
Walitufukuza ‘They chased us’

5. Translate the following sentences into English:

a. Ninamfukuza
b. Nitamfukuza
c. Anatufukuza

Morphological structural ambiguity
In Spanish (Indo-European, Ibero-Romance), the string inmóvilizable can have two different mean-
ings:

• ‘not mobilizable’
• ‘able to undergo immobilization’

Draw structures that disambiguate between these two readings.
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